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The objective of this article was to describe a novel bioprocess to 
help prevent cancer through augmenting lactation, especially driven 
by adequate physical activity. The methodology of this biotechnique is 
based on the philosophy that increased exercise improves appetite and 
nutrient turnover in favour of milk biosynthesis in mammary glands, 
thereby decreasing the likelihood of fat deposition where milk must be 
produced and fat depots must not be developed. Mammary adiposity 
and reduced lactation capacity predispose breast cells to oncogenesis. 

Maintaining regularities in cell biology is becoming more difficulty 
as modernity overwhelmingly steps into human lifestyle. Such an 
altered cell physiology has led to increased risks for obesity, metabolic 
syndrome and various types of cancer [1-3]. Despite the greater average 
longevity, the increased modern human age has not necessarily been 
admired by more comfortable and higher quality life [4,5]. Breast cancer 
as a leading cause of mortality and morbidity in women is increasingly 
under extensive medical care and research [6]. However, the modern 
human society requires rather feasible approaches that prevent cancer 
incidence and not impose significant costs of treatment and care [7,8].

By definition, physical activity helps establish regularities in cellular 
substrate uptake and oxidation and postpones aging via improved 
waste management [8]. Since parturition is physiologically followed 
by anorexia and hypophagia, many women are prone to cancer 
development via different sets of incompletely known mechanisms. 
This endocrinological trend represses lactation, facilitates adiposity, and 
predisposes mammary cells to future oncogenesis. Intensive, regular 
and durable physical activity can considerably enhance demands for 
energy and complementary nutrients and capacitate the mammary 
cells for a persistent lactation [3,7]. However, prolonged effective 
nutrition and consistent exercise programs must be co-maintained to 
allow the cells to utilize the nutrients towards milk biosynthesis. Such 
an exercise-driven endocrinology and food intake behaviour (e.g., 
multiple times daily) helps keep the breast cells away from creating 
hazardous irregularities in biochemical and gene-oriented cycles. 

To pragmatically conclude, increased regularities in intensive and 
durable exercise (i.e., those activities that cause sweating and multiplied 
heart work) will smoothly lead breast cells towards development of 
innovative regularities in cell physiology that could ultimately reduce 

cancer risk. More research is a must to delineate the mechanisms 
linking intensive exercise and breast cancer incidence.
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